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I wanted to hate her. For three years, Camilla withheld the fact that my brother had a son, Liam. Then, Tony died

without ever knowing his kid, and I was going to make sure Ms. Rose paid a price for her deceit. I also wanted Liam to

be raised as a Burke. Our family’s legacy was one to carry on, so the terms were straightforward. 

Live in my home.

Allow me to help raise Liam.

Oh, and agree to be my submissive.

In return, I agreed not to rip Camilla’s child away from her. I also offered them both financial security and a life of

luxury. It seemed generous to me. It might’ve been simple, too, had she not reminded me of the lady in red. The one

who haunted my dreams at night. Camilla’s hazel eyes were a mirror image, her sweetness more than an

acquaintance to my subconscious. 

I was a hacker by trade, and the internet was my best friend, sharing with me every secret I wished to unearth. I

believed that until an unfathomable truth revealed itself in a different way. Some secrets are never whispered, only

sensed by the heart, and all along, my soul held the truth. It hid even from me the most important secret of them all.

The Terms ends in a cliffhanger. It contains explicit language and graphic sex, including aspects of BDSM. The
second novel in the duet, The Terms: Part Two, will release June 2017.
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